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STRAY THOUGHTS
ON RHYTHM
IN PAINTING
MARGARET THOMPSON

T H O U G H I had long been convinced of
the superlative importance of Rhythm in
pictorial design, until it was suggested that
I should write an article upon this or some
kindred subject, it had never occurred to
me to find out what the word " R h y t h m "
meant. Turning to the single work of
reference available at the moment, the
latest edition of the " Encyclopaedia
Britannica," I found in the first few
sentences of the long article on the subject much material for thought, but little which could be immediately
utilized for even a short essay. The following elementary notes are
thus in the nature of first impressions. They at least indicate that
the subject is worth a painter's attention.
Rhythm is defined as " the measured flow of movement or beat,
in verse, music, or by analogy in other connexions." Later we come
to poetical rhythm, to which our painter's rhythm always seems to
me to bear a very close analogy. ' ' Into the idea of poetical rhythm
enters an element of life, of pulse, of a certain inequality of time based
upon an equality of tone. To strike a bell twelve times at exactly
equal intervals is to produce what may be called a rhythmic effect,
but not to awaken anything resembling the sensation of poetical
rhythm."
If for "inequality of t i m e " we substitute "inequality of space,"
we can apply the principle to graphic design; and notice how pattern
may be rhythmical, so long as its elements are repeated at equal
intervals, as in a wall paper or a tiled floor, but remains comparatively
inexpressive. In processional compositions, such as the enchanting
mosaics of S. Apollinare Nuovo, or certain colour prints by Outamaro
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and Yeishi, the decorative advantage of the formal pattern is retained,
and made expressive by the individual character of the figures. A
pleasant picture in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford, of a H u n t by
Moonlight, attributed to Gozzoli or Uccello, will be familiar to some
of my readers, and affords another example of the manner in which
formal pattern passes into pictorial design. H e r e upright tree trunks
from end to end of the long panel suggest a purely mechanical r h y t h m :
the element of inequality, and therewith the chief element of expressiveness, being provided by the riders and hounds which thread
their way so ingeniously between the stems. In pictures such as
Botticelli's " C a l u m n y of Apelles," where figures are contrasted with
architecture, the same principle is seen in the form which it most
commonly assumes in mature a r t : the architecture assisting the pattern
of the design while the figures provide the expressiveness.
What we have to remember is that expression depends upon the
unequal quantities, not upon those which are equal. These last may
serve, and may be even necessary, as a counterpoise to the main
design of the picture, and will often have a very considerable influence
upon its quality as mere decoration. But if they preponderate the
picture for all its decorative quality will be dead. I always feel that
in Raphael's "School of Athens," Bramante's massive buildings
crush all the life out of the figures. Veronese and Tiepolo, it will be
noted, avoid the danger by keeping their buildings pale and aerial,
so that their formal dignity never overwhelms the glittering crowds
beneath them.
From the general design of a picture as affected by rhythm, we
may pass to its individual parts. And first of all we may think of the
touches or strokes of which it is composed. Our definition of rhythm
appears once more to demand inequality rather than equality, and to
condemn all methods of work which incline to mechanical repetition.
W e can understand this easily in connexion with the professional
drawings of an engineer or an architect; it explains our coldness
towards much elaborate engraving with the burin, our dislike of
the texture of a photographic half-tone block, and the failure of
" Pointillism," in spite of the ingenuity and observation which underlie its best products, to take any serious hold upon the world of art.
Some regularity, indeed, some repetition, our touch must have, or the
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result will be chaos and ineptitude, but the repetition must vary with
the subject matter. So we see the solid mosaic of Van Gogh, the rapid
strokes of Rubens and Gainsborough, or the firm line of Durer, changing
in force and direction with each new object which they interpret.
Colour we may consider on the same footing. Repetition is
necessary, and mechanical repetition, the employment of patterned
stuffs and the like, may be of considerable value as a foil or an enhancement of larger rhythms. But when the same colour repetition
is carried right through the picture in spots or smears, as not infrequently occurs in "Impressionist" and " P o s t Impressionist" work,
the effect is monotonous and prosaic compared with that of pictures
where (as with Gauguin) expression is attained by larger and less
equal masses.
With tone and contour also we must, if we desire poetical rhythm,
deal with elements that are large and unequal (in conformity with the
nature of our subject matter), rather than with those which are small
and equal, or nearly so. T h e ' ' equality of tone " mentioned in the
original definition translates itself naturally into "identity of material,"
so that our search seems to bring us back to those ancient precepts,
Breadth and Simplicity.
I have dealt almost entirely with the dangers and the limits of
repetition at equal intervals, because these can be roughly indicated
in a short paper. Upon repetition at unequal intervals depends the
whole science of pictorial expression, but for the infinity of ways in
which this repetition might be applied a large volume would hardly
be enough—and it might not after all be a very useful work, since the
problem is one which each man must tackle for himself.
C. J. H O L M E S .

S. J. PEPLOE

DRAWING BY ANNE ESTELLE RICE
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THE NEGRESS . . .
H e r breasts are smooth and black as ebony;
She sways, as she walks, on her hips.
T h e r e is ochre and garnet in her lips;
H e r white but stained teeth are as chalcedony.
She lies in the shade of a palmtree
In the heat of the noonday sun,
Watching rainbow lizards run,
And lazy draws her greasy tresses free.
She moves, my negress, and her smell
Mingles fierce with the jungle airs
Of rotting herb, of leopards' hairs
And of the swamp the leaden breath and fell.
Oh, maid with breasts as black as ebony,
Say, are for me the languors of your eyes?
A r e you for me ? or will you not despise
One who so fearful courts teeth of chalcedony?
W. L. G E O R G E .
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A PLEA for REVOLT
IN ATTITUDE
D1SMORR

T h e r e were no artists as we understand them to-day when art was
allied with action and the common life, and no art discussions. T h e n
came the enthronement of art, the separation of the artist from
ordinary activities, and the interminable chaos of art-talk. W e are
still in the latter phase, but there are signs of disquiet. A r t is being
challenged to prove its right to a separate existence; and although the
artist is still pedestalled high above the common man, his position is
not quite so secure as in the past. W e have come, for instance, almost
to realize that art is not necessarily the symbol of what has been
called the good and the beautiful. T h e Puritans were perhaps the
first to realize it, and although they were hopelessly wrong in the
greater part of their attitude towards art, they were strangely in
advance of their times when they recognized that art could be an
instrument for evil as they understood evil. But they destroyed the
value of that discovery by failing to appreciate its opposite. If art were
so powerful a thing as to be an instrument of evil, it was also possible
by a justifiable twist of vision to realize that it might also be an
instrument for good, even as goodness was understood by the Puritans.
We, in our day, have even gone a step further by denying the right
of art to be didactic. A r t must not preach, it must not teach, it must
express, it must fulfil its own conditions of technique, it must, in short,
be art, separate, ornamental and complete in itself. But even that
view is becoming slightly outmoded. Whistler is dead, and we have
half realized that his discovery of campanili among the factory chimneys of the London night, was a piece of the old morality. It is no
more the province of art to beautify than it is the province of art to
preach. T h e translation of a factory into a temple is preaching. And
we have even gone further than that, for it is not even the business
of art to hold the mirror up to nature; the camera can do that far
better. Nature, for the artist, is not more than his brushes, his palette
or his pigments. It is even less to him than his model. It is merely
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one of the media of his art and not to be separated from himself. T h a t
attitude brings us to the modern position which tells us, not only that
the old beauty is as dead as the old ugliness, but that beauty and ugliness have nothing whatever to do with the creation of a work of art.
T h e artist simply discusses life in whatever media he may work, stone,
pigment, tone, words, apropos of himself.
All is not plain sailing as yet, for we are still in doubt as to the
precise action of the artistic process in the artist and on the perceiver
of a r t ; for since the days when art was a common thing, artist and
art-appreciator are different persons. Our difficulty is made none the
easier by the existence of a number of theorists and authorities whose
conflicting ideas have claimed almost every phase of human consciousness as the seat of the artistic faculty. To one it is the concern of the
emotions, to another of the imagination, to a third of the soul; and
there yet remain with us those who believe it to be the concern of the
intellect. To Bergson, art is the instrument of suggestion; to Nietzsche
it is a stimulus, a sort of tonic for the will; to Ruskin it is the expression of joy in work; to Tolstoy a means of transmitting feeling
. . . . and so they go on. Certain advocates of post-impressionism look
upon art as nothing more than a means of personal expression, and,
as such, self-contained. Indeed, so numerous and so conflicting are
artistic theories, that the creation of them is likely to become as
personally varied as the creation of works of art. T h e time may not
be very distant, even, when a separate theory may be called into
being to explain every artist and perhaps every single one of his
works. Such a climax to artistic theorizing is not so absurd as it might
at first appear to be, for doubtless, each artist and every work of art
has been in process of evolution from the beginning of time, inspired
and impelled into manifestation by varying phases of the force of life.
But long before the day arrives when we shall permit to each
artist a new theory of himself and his work, we shall probably
recognize that the continuation of the discussion of art along the old
lines, if carried on with any other object save amusement, like a
game of chess, is futile. It is as futile as that criticism of works of art,
which has gone on for so many generations, affirming and denying,
denying and affirming, at great length, and in varying degrees of
obscurity of thought and idea, until it has reached the inevitable
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climax of all criticism in the negation of itself. T h e moment demands
a change of attitude towards a r t ; all the more so as the moment is
vivid with new youth. A r t has assumed a new adolescence; it has
once more kicked over the traces, and we have got to ask ourselves
what precisely this rejuvenescence means, not so much to the artist as
to us. More than that, we must not be content with meanings,
academic or otherwise, we have got to demand values. A r t must have a
meaning and a value, and the value, down to the actual acceptation of the
idea of value in economics, must be the important thing. The old art
value of charm is not sufficient. W e are not out to be charmed. T h e
modern world is in revolt against the merely charming; even women
who, with art, have made a profession of charm, are in revolt. They
have realized that the power to charm, great and subtle as it is, has
a tendency to react and to cripple both the charmed and the charmer.
T h e end of charm is a cul-de-sac. It is a procedure that does not proceed ; and what does not proceed by fresh effort towards achievement
after achievement is doomed, if not already dead.
Still, in a sense the power of art is always involved in something
very like charm, but it is only the dilettanti and the sentimentalists
of art who have ever for a moment believed that the value of art
ended with its charm. Precisely the same thing has happened to art
as to love. Women have the power to charm men into love, and
there their power has ended, for the effect has been that men have
become dilettanti of love, connoisseurs of the emotions, sentimental
appraisers of women, and rarely anything more. T h e effect of love
among the animals has been to make the male superb; the effect of
love among human beings has been to make the male ridiculous. For
in all but the rarest cases of modern love, the woman demands no
superb effort from the man, even before or after the winning. Instead
of making fastidious demands of him, she accepts him more or less
uncritically; and, afterwards, the little demands that were possible in
the winning, lapse, and the captive, if not exactly thrown away like
a squeezed orange, is tolerated with an affection which makes even
less pretence at being a spur towards personal power than it did in
the beginning. The effect of art is much the same. For the modern
art-lover a picture once known is a picture forgotten. A r t has become
as ineffectual as love. But the new art which, up to now, is almost
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confined to the art of painting, is full of a fresh vigour. It is a form of
excess, the subject of hyperbole; it fills men with wild enthusiasm and
vehement indignation. It is alive. This very vitality should be a warning and an encouragement, for it has happened before—and nothing
else has happened. Such bursts of vitality are periodical, and they are
wasted if we persist in our old artistic attitude. On every side, even
at this very moment, the old attitude is triumphant. T h e collector and
the connoisseur are alive to the out-moded destiny of art. Van Gogh,
Gauguin and Cezanne have become merchandise already, and
Matisse is on the edge of his boom. Soon will the work of Picasso
and Manguin, of Fergusson and Friesz, of Peploe and Estelle Rice,
share the same fate. They will become commodities of the sale room
and specimens of the museums along with the art of the Renaissance
and the pictures of the Impressionists.
T h e re-vitalization of art demands a re-vitalization of attitude.
T h e modernist art movement requires a modernist appreciation or it
is wasted. To fulfil its destiny, art requires to be accepted, not by a
few but by a nation or a race. T h e very fact that a new artistic
impulse has found power of expression means that it has a few
acceptors; for although art in its various manifestations is intensely
personal, it is national or racial in itself. The artist is an instrument
adopted by nature to recall man to the use of his perceptions; he is
the scattered forces of insight, imagination, vision, of a whole human
group, concentrated in one point of light. That is why all really great
art revivals impress by their naivete. They are actually primitive,
because evolution needs the forces of young and uncouth vigour for
her purpose. In order to grow we must continually throw back to
what is primal. The modern art movement is doing that in painting,
just as Walt Whitman did it in poetry. Both have the same naive
directness; they both surprise by a childlike freshness of vision,
"coming continually on the spirit with a fine suddenness," to use the
words of Keats. But the modernists of paint with their frank recognition of personality, and their efforts to express it in rhythm of
line and colour, join issue, not alone in their barbarism, with the
rhythmical verbal utterance of the poet who sounded his "barbaric
yawp over the roof of the world," but the arguments used against
them have resembled so closely those used against him that one is
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forced to the belief in a deeper kinship. And just as the appreciation
of Whitman demands a new attitude towards poetry which is even
less the attitude of the belles-lettrist than it is of the academist, so
these painters demand a new attitude which is not the attitude of
the picture specialist and the collector.
The quality of the new attitude which is art's most urgent need
to-day may be determined by the fact that the modernist movement
with all its new vitality has recaptured for its purpose the vision and
spirit, and something of the design, of remote ages. By doing so they
have made it necessary for a like return to the primitive in their
appreciators. But that does not mean an impossible return to
barbarism. The new artistic attitude will recognize art both as an
instrument of suggestion and a stimulus of the will, the spirit, the
imagination; and it will demand from it the transference of its
suggestion and stimulus to its own actions. Those who adopt the
attitude will no longer content themselves with praise of art. If art
suggests anything and they like it, they will seek the thing suggested.
Thus will art be re-valued, and the new value will not end in a dream
but in an action.
HOLBROOK JACKSON.

PETIT POEME
Que de fois j'ai souri pour te cacher mes larmes!
que de fois j'ai noue des roses sur mes armes
pour te dissimuler que j'allais au combat!
Fallait-il que mon fiacre a jamais s'embourbat
et se perdit dans les ornieres de la vie?
Comment faut-il encor ce soir que je sourie
lorsque j'entends crouler le monde autour de moi
et quand l'espoir supreme ou j'avais mis ma foi
je le vois s'effeuiller comme une primevere.
Garcon, apportez-moi du fiel dans un grand verre.
TRISTAN D E R E M E .

A SUPERMAN
Se j'ayme et sers la belle, de bon haict,
M' en devez-vous tenir ne vil ne sot?
Elle a en soy des biens a fin souhaict.
Francois Villon.

DISMORR

A B O V E were the curves of the sycamore trees edging the river of sky
that ran between them and the cafe.
Along the void a mass of cloudlets
drifted in the light of an unseen
moon. His gaze travelled from the
long line of the awning; its red and
white stripes to the brown leaves lit
from beneath that looked like the
pattern of an Eastern curtain. H e
was un maquereau: the English term
does not describe the type. Like
his prototype Francois Villon he
had somewhat of the philosopher
and a good deal of the poet in his make-up.
Just at that moment he was in the passive condition when one
seems to be outside of life. All was like a picture which he looked at
critically; the pale green chairs and tables; the laurel trees in white
boxes looking unreal in the brilliant light with men and women dotted
about. A large pink hat with the face in shadow; a man with a white
suit and black bowler hat. Here—under the trees—the purple of a
dress, there, a splash of scarlet. The distance dying away into a green
darkness; a woman in white standing against it. The gentle movement
of the scorched foliage; with the hum of voices punctuated by laughter.
Laughter differs like colour, he thought, and the night is music.
An automobile drew up by the side of the cafe. A man and woman
ascended the terrasse, and seated themselves a few tables away, a
little above him. T h e woman's movements attracted him as she took
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her seat. A tall girl, with a long supple waist, dressed in black. She
wore one of those tight little hats that hid the upper part of her face.
The light caught only the point of her chin. He looked at the man
with her; a man of middle age with a large stomach. His hair and
clothes were the same dull grey; his face, flabby; his eyes, wrinkly
and bulgy; and heavy moustaches half hid a coarse mouth.
He rapped noisily on the table, yelled garcon, spoke in a loud
voice and mopped his forehead. This man who watched was disgusted.
He shrugged his shoulders, looked away and regarded the trees and
sky.
Presently he turned again towards the table. The lady had shifted
her position; the hat cast a circle of shadow so that the lower part of
her features was visible; the eyes alone remaining in the gloom.
Surely he knew that little white face, the straight nose, the large
red lips and the tiny puckers when she smiled. He could not be mistaken! Only that one chin had such a delicate contour and dainty
point!
She was playing with a bunch of crimson roses, listening to the
loud talk of the man, and laughing at his humour, smiling by habit
without appearing affected; and glancing about the terrasse. She
noticed a man in a grey suit and straw hat who stared at her: but she
was used to that, she attracted attention everywhere and expected it.
She looked away in the trees, sipped at the champagne, replied to her
fat companion's question; laughed and listened. He put his arm round
her neck and kissed her.
The man on the terrasse below squirmed, took a tighter grip of his
cane. He could see the fat hand still hanging over the girl's shoulder.
The persistent staring of the man beneath attracted her. She looked
at him more closely and suppressed a little cry. The word that came
to her tongue was "Henri." She turned away and for a long time
fingered the roses nervously, laughing mechanically. The fat man
tried to kiss her again. A feeling of repulsion came over her. She
thrust him away and they sat farther apart. The fat man talked in
a loud voice reproachfully.
"Is this the way you treat me after months at Nice, Monte Carlo,
not one kiss and
"
She did not listen.

BY
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She was looking at the man beneath. Their eyes met. She smiled
a weary hopeless smile. His large eyes, green like the sun upon the
acacia trees. H e who laughed at her and yet loved her, who knew
her and yet did not despise her. She wanted to go over, to bow herself on the ground before him, and cry: " T a k e me from this hell,
from these stupid people—only let me be with you. You, the one
who can understand and love me for myself." She imagined herself
there at his feet; and he was putting out his hand.
T h e fat man was looking at his watch. H e commenced to call
loudly for the waiter.
"Suppose I go over," she thought. " H e n r i will only send me
away." A desire for revenge came over her, it was her right. Fate
had given her that man. She had given herself. She would kill him,
H e had betrayed her soul. But it was all destiny. She began to pity
herself. Tears were falling on the bunch of roses.
" N e v e r mind, come along," said the fat man.
T h e man on the terrasse beneath watched them go. They went
hand in hand. She gave a little sardonic skip as they crossed the
gravel path and a wave of her bare arm, then mounted into the automobile, and looked in the direction of the man on the terrasse; but
he was gazing intently at the ground. The great car moved quietly
away and disappeared into the darkness.
" P i e r r e , un whisky-soda," called the man. H e drank it off, and
ordered another and another. H e felt the tears rolling down his
cheeks.
" I loved that woman," he kept repeating. " Y e s , the only
woman—and she—she will go down and down—too generous—poor
little one—Pierre!"
T h e waiter's head rolled, nose forward, and he looked at and
around the man under his lids with squint eyes.
" U n whisky-soda."
Pierre smiled when his back was turned. T h e man wiped his face
with his hand.
" Y e s , because I loved her I sent her away—I could not take her
money," he muttered drunkenly. " I t is dangerous to love, it might
lead to work." T h e comic side of the idea appealed to him. H e
laughed tearfully. Then he thought of the fat man.
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"That old devil! I'd like to wring his neck
"
Suddenly he felt an intense pity for the great clumsy creature
who seemed so helpless, so ill-treated by nature.
"After all she gave herself to me. And he—with all his wealth,
his cars, maybe his castles
"
"Bah!" He spat. "Nothing is worth having that can be bought
or sold."
HALL RUFFY.

STUDY. BY J. D. FERGUSSON
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LIFE
G o d ! Yes, it's over, and we stand apart
Each to his own life turning, and my heart
Is less tormented, for the fire has burnt
Something of me away. Yes, I have learnt.
Learnt, yes, and loved; and I can see my soul
H a r d and so small within me, and the whole
Is doubly hardened, for within I fear
Something will snap and break.
N o ! not a tear.
I know that if I bend, then I shall break,
I know that if I see her, let her take
My neck within her arms, and feel her breath
Sobbing with passion at the point of death,
Feel her flesh on my flesh, then I am lost,
And she is lost, and we, lust-blind, are tossed
Into the vortex of a misery
That passes understanding. Yet I see
T h e horror that enfolds us, passion cooled
Into a lifelong torture. Shall we be fooled
Out of ourselves ?
No, let her go her way,
Laugh with her lovers of a single day
For the joy of bought embraces. She is fair,
H e r breasts like towers, and her chestnut hair
Flowing and fragrant, and her dancing eyes
Will burst with passion. Have not these their price?
But we were more than lovers of a night.
And we were fools. Like fools we turned our light
Into the darkness of a vain regret.
Poor fools ! W e part. I am not heartless, yet
I dare not see you. You must live your life,
I mine, forgetting. Better far the knife,
T h e sudden gasp of death, than endless Hell
Of emptiness together. Parting we can tell
O u r hearts are torn and quivering. I can give
N o hope, no comfort. We begin to live.
JOHN MIDDLETON MURRY.

JESSIE DISMORR

PETIT POEME
Nous nous taisons. Le vent balance
les deux saules sur l'abreuvoir;
et je sais, malgre ton silence,
que ce soir est le dernier soir.
Adieu. Des feuilles tombent. Lune
coutumiere. Decor banal.
Tourterelles. Crepuscule. Une
etoile, comme un point final.
Tu as la force de sourire,
et dans mon coeur je reconnais
l'odeur des buis que l'on respire
dans les jardins abandonnes.
TRISTAN D E R E M E .
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STAGECRAFT
H E problem which confronts the craftsman
of the new stage decoration is identical
with that which has concerned the artist
for some time past, but recognized now
as a new and vital force. Atmosphere or
lighting as the raison d'etre of a picture has
landed the exponent in a cul-de-sac from
which there is no escape and no future.
Neither have anything to do with the
mental vision of the subject, but belong to
the bag of tricks employed in the actual
expression. Everything which has personality makes an atmosphere
for itself, yet the idea of the theatre creating and recreating its own
has been quite lost sight of, and the general public is only just waking
up to the fact that the vitality has departed from the stage-embodiment
of life.
Time after time we see the actor moving amongst stage accessories
which have no relation to himself or his movements. Suppose we see a
man leaning against a tree-trunk in brilliant sunshine. H e is invariably
enveloped in uniform light, whereas his card-board support is splashed
and spotted to look like a macedoine of tinned vegetables, with an
atmosphere obviously acquired by the scene-painter upon an excursion
into the country with a water-colour box. Painted there at some
distance from the artist we nevertheless see its life-sized embodiment
sustaining a living man, when to be even in correct perspective it
ought to be placed somewhere in the region of the back-lane. Yet this
excites no amusement, although we roar with laughter upon seeing a
photograph of a Margate family in a papier mache motor-car. On the
other hand, the painted growth of tree, lines connecting man with scene,
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can convey, although yellow or green, crude as the black of a coat close
to, with necessary distance given by proper employment of light, the
vital aspect of that living illusion our imagination demands.
W h e n the theatre des arts in Paris employed the autumn salon
artist to paint scenery last year, it was considered utter folly; but M.
Rouche knew what he was about, and in some cases the success has
been very considerable, while to the craftsman the mistakes are of
considerable significance.
In the first act of the Freres Karamasov by Dostoiewski,
Dethomas gives us an interior in a religious college with a balcony
entrance, displaying a Russian landscape. W e have white walls, a
doorway right and left, chairs and balcony emerald green, black robes,
black 1870 frockcoats and a conflict of Slav temperament. When the
key-note is in facial expression enhanced by black, to light the immediate foreground and the distant landscape is a tremendous mistake, as the figures remain in the centre of the stage in doubly reflected
shadow which destroys the intensity of the opening scene. Seeing the
piece twice, first from the stalls and then from the upper circle, reveals
a new problem. F r o m upstairs the scenery entirely disappears, leaving
the action to take place against a grey floor composed of the elements
of black frockcoat and white shirt and arresting all movement, so
the artist has not merely to produce one vision, but four, below, above,
right and left.
Another thing entirely neglected on the stage is the dominant idea
in each vision; it may be found in the face, the body as a moving shape,
the background, or the floor. F o r the " discussion" type of play we
need no action and no background, for the proper way to produce it,
of course, is to cut holes in a dark curtain for a series of mouths. But
there is no excuse for this type of playing in the theatre at all.
It has been said that Dostoiewski is not suitable for the stage; but
the intensity of the Slav temperament demands colour for complete
expression, and when we have what the decorator calls pattern and
movement in face, provided it is immediately surrounded with blackor neutral colour, we can have at the same time a most brilliant back
ground, when reduced to its proper place by lighting. When the
dominant idea is in movement, with figures of plain design, the background may be of very complicated design or vice versa, but detached
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Catherine wheel movements of leg and arm demand the perpendicular
line in background.
Illustrating the important part the floor may play, we can imagine
the production of the third act of Maeterlinck's "Monna Vanna," where
it is obvious that only half a tent can be staged. H e r e we have a
magnificent opportunity to display, by the floor decoration alone, the
shape, size, ornament and background to the upper portion of the
audience, as it is impossible to have a high mise en scene, not so much on
account of the limitations of the tent, but because the two figures must
not be dwarfed on account of the significance of the acting which takes
place. Two human beings at the summit of their lives, one seated
upon a couch, the other lying upon the floor, talking calmly without
action, demand the prominence of facial expression. T h e garments
must be simple in design, but depth and purity of colour are essential.
In the decorative striping of the tent we have the opportunity of
carrying down the lines on the floor-cloth, converging to a semi-circle
with the suggestion of where the tent-pole would be. Besides the
outer drop-curtain a second, of the same material as the tent, parted

SUGGESTION
FOR STAGING
MONNA VANNA.
BY
GEORGES BANKS.
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and already drawn aside, would suggest the missing half and at the
same time convey seclusion and dignity and be an immense asset to
the imaginative realization of the scene.
Research for decorative purposes amongst Pisan architecture can
bring home forcibly to one that in the selection of line and colour to
express the primitive and eternal elements directing human nature
there can be little differentiation between this setting in Pisa with one
in Ancient Egypt or Cochin-China.
In spite of what the general public imagines after witnessing recent
art exhibitions, there is a general feeling that the "Inspired Idiot"
phase in art has had its day and that there is nothing great produced
without conscious and deliberate realization of vision, and as the
theatre presents the artistic arrangement of life, enhanced and beautified by the setting, it is obvious that the theatre of the future opens its
arms to the artist and the dramatist, in perfect relationship of thought
expression, for its salvation, and not to the actor with the personality.
The Mummer like the lighting is selected afterwards because the
features of his body happen to express to the audience visibly the
creation of the dramatist. He creates nothing, but illuminates with
heart and intelligence his body. He resembles more than anything else
a chameleon, for the more he varies the stage management by his
features the greater the actor he will be. Heart and living emotional
force are wanted, a woman's personality in fact, for the actor in his
relationship to the theatre is but "La Mannequin de l'art."
GEORGES BANKS.

ANNE ESTELLE RICE

LE TRAVAIL. BY GEORGES BANKS.
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APRES MINUIT
A TRISTAN
DEREME.
L'homme et la femme me suivaient. J'aurais pu—tant ils titubaient dans mon ombre—les depasser et me soustraire a leur
curiosite, mais un desir Strange de savoir ralentissait ma marche.
Enfin, n'y tenant plus, je me retournai:
— " V o u s etes chanteur, n'est-ce pas?" me dit l'homme.
— " Evidemment."
La femme exultait: " O h ! vous en avez l'air. Quand je vous ai
vu, j'ai tout de suite pense: voila un artiste de cafe-concert!"
Tant de bonhomie me mettait a l'aise. D'ailleurs il est bien rare
de ne pas rencontrer, vers trois heures du matin, aux environs des
Halles, des gens fort accommodants. Sans rechercher leur compagnie, je ne crains pas de me meler a eux ni de trainer, en accumulant marcs, calvados, cafes et vieux rhums, dans les nombreux petits
bars qui avoisinent St Eustache et les Innocents. L a frequentation
n'en est jamais banale.
L'homme etait ivre. II tenait a la main son chapeau et se moquait
des convenances. A ses cotes, la femme prenait de petits airs distraits,
falots et balbutiants qui m' intrigaient.
Enfin, la conversation s'etablit. Dans la lumiere intense et sans
cesse agitee des globes electriques, les lourdes voitures arrivaient
qu'on dechargeait a meme la chaussee; Des blouses et des casquettes
rodaient autour. D'autres philosophaient, encombrant les comptoirs
de leurs gestes.
Nous primes a droite et, comme nous arrivions au boulevard
Sevastopol, l'homme brusquement me proposa de l'accompagner dans
une guinguette ou, disait-il, " m e chanteur fait toujours de l'argent."
J e declinais poliment l'offre. Il insista.
— " V o y o n s ! tant pis si je suis un cretin, mais je paie la voiture."
Et, de la voix, il arretait un fiacre endormi.
— " M a d a m e nous accompagne," ajoutait-il.
Mais, pas plus que moi, Madame ne se souciait de suivre l'ivrogne
dans l'etat ou il se trouvait.
Ce double refus parut le contrarier.
— " M a i s enfin puisque je paie la voiture," repetait-il.
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II grogna, jura, s'emporta. Rien n'y fit. J'etais fatigue. Madame
"fallait qu'elle travaille."
L'ivrogne nous ecrasa de son mepris, puis tres ceremonieux:
" P a r consequent, mes enfants, je vous plaque. Mais avant—on
sait ce qu'on sait—que je vous presenter Monsieur . . . . a r t i s s ' . . . .
Madame . . . . Cocher: place d'Italie!" Et mollement le fiacre detala.
Sur le boulevard, des ombres trainaient et deux agents, a Tangle
de Pygmalion, attendaient patiemment le jour qui deja, faiblement,
pointait au rebord aigu des toitures.
H e u r e charmante, ou les viveurs, blemis de fatigue, hument la
brise, oil des chiens maigres flairent, en portant la queue basse, les
hautes poubeles et ou les derniers chiffonniers que le jour chassera
causent entre eux d'une voix rauque, devant les debits de vin!
J e me perdais dans une reverie legere et chaque bruit me bercait
et m'engourdissait. Mais ma compagne etait moins distraite. Elle
arretait les hommes et engageait avec eux de brefs conciliabules sans
resultat. Enfin la dame sut seduire un vieillard qui l'entraina vers
un banc. Elle revint, au bout d'un moment, et me montra vingt sous.
II faisait jour.
— " Je vais boire," dit la femme.
Elle tirait un peu la jambe et son jupon depassait la robe. Le petit
collet noir et demode qu'elle portait sur les epaules, son vieux chapeau
de paille grise, les espadrilles dont elle etait chaussee me faisaient l'effet
d'un singulier deguisement et, tres naturellement, j'imaginais une
legende dont cette femme etait la touchante heroine. Mon reve,
pour une fois, ne m' avait pas tout a fait trompe.
— " J e ne cherche pas a plaire, voyez-vous,"commenca la buveuse un
peu lasse. " M a i s dix sous d'un cote et dix sous de l'autre font une jolie
piece, et cette piece je la casse avec vous. Prenez un verre. J e n'ai
jamais ete jolie. Mais j'ai du coeur. E t si l'homme que vous avez vu
avec moi tout a l'heure etait moins exigeant, ma vie serait heureuse.
Ce salop-la m'exploite. C'est son Destin: Silence!
Il me defend, car si je n'avais qu'Albert pour me defendre, vous
pensez bien! Albert c'est mon s e c o n d . . . . autant dire un enfant. Tout
jeune et deja g a c h e . . . . Quelle pitie! Malheureusement j'aimais Albert
et il m' a eue. Depuis, nous avons pris l'habitude de nous voir. J e le
console. Albert n'est pas heureux. Il va dans les cafes et chante des
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complaintes qu'il compose lui-meme. Vous ne diriez pas qu'il est
triste, mais dans la chambre il s'assied par terre et dit: " J e suis le
rebut de la societe: elle me repousse. Je degoute meme les agents."
Entre nous, je crois qu'il n'a pas sa raison tout entiere. Albert s'est
trop fatigue autrefois. Sa jambe gauche maigrit. Albert est coxalgique."
Elle avala son petit verre d'alcool.
—"Mais toutes ces miseres ne me rebutent pas. . . Je reprendrai
plus tard mon existence passee."
Nous nous levames. Elle me souriait. Le matin jaune et brumeux
nous grisait d'esperances confuses. Je glanai quelques feuilles de navet, une carotte et deux poireaux dont mon amie fit un bouquet
charmant. Puis je la quittai pour regagner Montmartre. Alors elle
releva tres haut son vieux jupon et me montra qu'elle avait encore
de jolies jambes. . . .
FRANCIS CARCO

J. D. FERGUSSON.

CREATION. BY ANDRE DERAIN.

By permission of M. Kahnweiler.
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MARGARET THOMPSON

L'ESPRIT VEILLE
Dans la nuit du monde
En gemissant
Les Tupapaus font des rondes
En gemissant
Et leurs yeux sont rouges du sang
Des innocents.
Ouh ! ouh ! ouh !
Les Tupapaus
Aux yeux fous !
Noa Noa.

In the middle of that long wall of Gauguin's paintings at the Grafton
Galleries last autumn hung a largish picture bearing the title " L'Esprit
veille." It represents a naked Tahitian girl stretched face downwards
on a couch, her hands resting flat on the pillow, her eyes fixed in a
rigid, unseeing stare. Behind the bed, to the left, is a sinister, demon
figure in profile. The colour of the picture is a wonderful harmony of
rich red purple, golden bronze and blue, with a bold frieze pattern of
vivid yellow flowers along the flounce of the couch. T h e painting attracted a good deal of attention, more perhaps of conjecture as to its
subject than of admiration of its intrinsic beauty. Nevertheless this is,
I think, one of the rare cases in which the literary significance of the
subject is not only interesting, but also important to a true appreciation
of the picture and to a fuller understanding of Gauguin himself.
In 1893 the artist returned to Paris after two years in Tahiti,
bringing with him, besides a collection of paintings, an account of his
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life there and a few poems with which the island and its people had
inspired him. T h e whole were published the following year in collaboration with Charles Morice under the title of Noa N o a * and
form, to my mind, a piece of literature every bit as great as the finest
of his painting. T h e style is very simple and sonorous; his word
colours are as rich and definite as the purples of his pictures. T h e
narrative is wonderfully personal, and the restraint of his descriptions throws over the reader the spell of that magical island more
surely than could the chiselled periods of a more conscious stylist.
It is in this book that can be found the history of L'Esprit veille.
Indeed one could almost say that the picture is painted over again in
Gauguin's description of the scene. H e was living in a hut far inland
with his girl-wife T e h u r a ; one day he was compelled to drive into the
town of Papeete, a distance of many miles, but promised Tehura to
return early in the evening. Delayed, however, by some accident, he
was hours late and did not arrive back at his hut till one o'clock in the
morning. " O p e n i n g the door, I saw with a momentary feeling of fear
that the light was out. T h e r e was, as a matter of fact, no cause for surprise ; we were at the moment short of materials for lighting and the
need of replenishment had been one of the reasons for my absence.
But I had a sharp twinge of alarm, mistrust; it seemed a presentiment . . . . Quickly I struck a match and this is what I saw. Motionless, naked, stretched face downwards on the bed, her eyes distended
with fear, T e h u r a looked at me without recognition
Her
terror was infectious; I seemed to see a phosphorescent light in her unseeing eyes. N e v e r had I seen her so beautiful, never, at least, so poignantly beautiful. In that half-light, peopled I was sure, in her imagination,
by horrible spectres, I feared to make a movement which might send
the child into a fit of terror
Might she not take me, with my
haggard look, for one of those demons or ghosts, those Tupapaiis,
which in the legends of her race haunt sleepless nights ?
At
last she came to herself and called me. I did what I could to comfort
and reassure her. She listened sullenly and then sobbed out — ' Do
not leave me alone again like this—without a l i g h t ! ' "
A n d that is the scene depicted in L'Esprit veille. A final interest
* Noa Noa, by Paul Gauguin and Charles Morice, Paris, Editions de la Plume, 3fr. 50c. The publishing house of La Plume being now broken up, the book can only be obtained by good fortune and at a
higher price.
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is added by the fact that he had in his hut photographs of Manet's
Olympia and of a few Italian primitives. Under their joint influence
Gauguin's picture was painted.
This short extract is a good example of the blend of poetry and
common place which gives Noa Noa such astonishing reality and
power. Taken quite alone, as a narrative, it is a great book, but when
considered as a further expression of Gauguin's self it becomes invaluable. It has the same burning reverence which appears in his religious
pictures, which makes the agony in the garden as intense as any
primitive Italian masterpiece, which recreates in Le Calvaire the
passionate belief of early Christian carving. French criticism places
Cezanne and sometimes van Gogh above Gauguin in artistic value. I
believe the reason to be that France at present has lost the power of
appreciating religion, and religion is the mainspring of Gauguin's
genius. His pictures are acts of worship, and all great art is worship.
It is interesting to read in Noa Noa that he himself went through
a time when the unaccustomed juxtaposition of glowing tones jarred
on him as they jarred on many Londoners last year. " T h e landscape
with its frank, strong colours dazzled and blinded me. I was always
groping, groping. . . . It was so easy tho' to paint what I saw, to put
unhesitatingly a red by a blue. In the streams, at the edge of the sea,
the golden bodies enchanted me. Why did I hesitate to cover my
canvas with this joyful sunlight ? Oh ! the old conventions of Europe,
all the timidities of a degenerate stock ! "
T h e more he saw of Tahiti and the inscrutable frankness of the
Tahitians, the greater grew his hatred of the civilization he had left.
'' H o w inferior I was, the civilized man, to these savages ! Savages—
I couldn't help calling them that when I saw their blackness, their
cannibal teeth. But already I was beginning to see their true, strange
grace
As for me, I was myself unknown to them all, ignorant
of them all. . . . I was a savage to them, just as they were to me.
Which were right—they or I ? "
Gradually he became one of them and in their grave, kindly, dignified way they opened their hearts to him. H e hurried back to them
from his Paris visit, from a civilization he had learnt to hate as barbarism, to his wild, idyllic life with Tehura. H e died in Dominica in 1903
without having set foot in Europe for nearly ten years.
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Gauguin was a genuine primitive. His emotions were frank and
unashamed. H e had none of van Gogh's nervous complexity of
character, lacking at the same time the humble sensitiveness which
makes the Dutchman so lovable a figure. Physically, while in France,
he was frail; Tahiti and savagery cured him. ' ' Your civilization is
your disease," he wrote to Strindberg, " m y barbarism is my restoration to health." Nudity became for him the natural state. His men
and women are never undressed. " T h e E v e I paint," he said, " c a n
stand naked before us"—and it is perfectly true.
His followers form, to my mind, the most interesting group in the
complex turmoil of modern Fauvism—Serusier, Girieud, Derain and
the rest. T h e y have his unspoilt directness of vision, his sense of
essential form and vitality. But of them I would like to treat some
other time, so that my concern here may be with their master only—
Paul Gauguin, painter and poet.
M I C H A E L T. H. SADLER.

A RAILWAY VISION
I have just returned from Paris. I have been wandering about the
Quarter for days, speaking with authority at night in the Closerie; and
with Paris and the torrent of fresh ideas surging in my brain I find myself at Newhaven. With an English paper I ensconce myself in the
corner of my carriage and dream, as the lover of the Quarter does,
of mighty combats of words in the small hours, of wonderful solutions
of the enigma of art propounded at dawn, of well-scrawled cafe tables,
and of our new visions of a new heaven and a new earth. In Paris one
talks and talks, in London one dreams and does. But we are only the
will-o'-the-wisps, I muse regretfully, there are men in Paris doing,
doing with their whole lives intent. And I dream of the Salon d'Automne,
and the beginnings and the promise of a new and mightier art, of something more brutal, more vital, more essential than we have seen before;
and I see in my dream the pictures in the Salon that gave me this expectancy, and one stands out beyond all others,—"La Boxe," I think
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it is called—and I dream of the possibilities of painting like this, and
I lose myself in the vistas. T h e window falls with a crash and a
draught of cold air brings me to my senses. I shake myself together
and turn the pages of my paper. M y eye is caught by " Pugilism and
Literature." With Segonzac's picture in my brain, I am attuned to
this, to Borrow and Masefield, and I read the article eagerly, till I
reach the words " I t must be confessed that a literary man's interest
in the ring, like Belcher's delight in painting is exotic." This gives me
pause, for it seems true, and yet—La Boxe! I ponder bemused for a
moment, for Paris is still swirling in my brain. Exotic, W h y ? Surely
not essentially, for I see the picture. And with that word "essentially"
I see a little light.
Yes, the artist's delight in boxing is exotic, when it is a matter of
externals and men. T h e ropes and the ring, Queensberry rules and fourounce gloves, these have nothing to do with art; but the contest itself,
what of that ? H a s art yet found anything more subtle than the relation of one body to another, a relation whose infinite suggestions
have given us the seated twin figures of Egyptian days, and all the
Madonnas and bambini that receive the devotion of our connoisseurs ?
But in boxing we have this and something more, call it the vital force
of motion—the quick dart of the fist, the sudden turn, and the ripple
of apprehension over the tense muscles. N o w I see why the fight in
the ring is not external to art, why great art could find no better field
for its searching vision,—bodies stripped and fighting to win. And I see
in a way why that picture is fixed in my brain.
If they were fighting to kill the artist could not hold aloof, he would
be fighting himself to kill or be killed. And the fight to the death is a
thing of many miles and a sudden bullet in these days. T h e duel and
the quick sword play might give us much; but the duel is a matter of
pin-pricks and of honour too easily satisfied. N o r a r e the bodies stripped.
W e lose the play of muscle, and the brute force behind the skill. T h e
duello is play beside the earnest of the ring. T h e flash of the blades
distracts, the rattle disturbs. W e would hear the deep breath, the
heavy sound of glove on flesh, the pad of the shoe on the wooden
floor.
H e r e we have no toying with bodkins, no insane machine-made
slaughter by a hair-trigger, but shrewd blows, straight from the
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shoulder, direct without disguise. This is movement itself, stripped to
the buff. T h e duello is masked in a morning-coat and faultless trousers,
in an etiquette that makes a parody of a sacrament. H e r e we can see
a great primeval instinct satisfied, not brutally, as purists would tell us,
not for a mere love of money, but for the glory and the gasp of the
fight. T h e lightning blow, as the tense curve of the mighty back springs
free, and then the wary hand-play as the brain searches for its lawful
occasion. With Segonzac's picture before my eyes I see the sublimity
of it all. I hear the pad - pad of the rubber shoe, the deep-drawn
breathing, the sharp call of " Time ! " T h e seconds beat like minutes
in my brain. M y eyes will not move from the fighters. T h e cries of
the partisans are lost. T h e y have no meaning for me, for I stand beyond—I am the artist.
Let no one preach to me of brutality or of savagery. I am with Borrow
and Segonzac. This is the very poetry of Life, crowded into a brief
tense moment, stripped of its husks,—the struggle and the will to live.
" W a t c h them again, and protest if you dare. T h e y circle round each
other warily. I am all eyes myself to-night but my eyes are not as
theirs. Watch the sudden feint, seen through,—a flash too late. Then
the tiny stagger at the blow, and then sudden, like the flash of a knife,
the dart of a snake, comes the blow that ends. Gome away now. T h e
rest is nothing. But you have lived to-night my friend, because you
have seen Life stripped bare."
T h e fight in the ring is struggle reduced to its essentials—one man
pitted against another so that every movement tells with its full value.
Who wins I care not. Let it be the better man! H e r e I can stand apart
and watch the pure lines of quivering motion. H e r e I can see the Life
force in man made manifest. M y eye is restless before your restful
Madonnas. They do not move, and for me they must. Give me a
fight—a brutal sketch in a few sudden lines, and I will show you A r t ,
the A r t of Essentials.
And that phrase " A r t of Essentials" set me dreaming again of
Paris and cafe-talks, and I saw vague ideal visions of a misty future,
until the rasp of brakes and a hoarse " V i c t o r i a ! " brought me back to
reality and London.
ARTHUR CROSSTHWAITE.
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WHAT WE HAVE TRIED TO DO
Rhythm has now been criticized. T h e men of authority have said
things often unintelligent, sometimes thoughtful, sometimes even helpful. With the second number we do well to criticize ourselves. Our
manifesto in the first number was rightly attacked on the score of
vagueness, although perhaps in its very vagueness lay its strength.
Yet undoubtedly for those who had eyes for drawing that is born of
a vision more direct than the popular academic monstrosities of to-day,
to those who had eyes for promise rather than for achievement in
writing, for the promise of something truer because less external, it
was no hard thing to divine that our aim was creation rather than
criticism.
It is a misconception that interprets our attitude as merely negative.
Our protest is creative. W e believe we have given the world better
drawing than has been seen in one magazine before. Those who,
however vaguely,—and these feelings are not easy to put into words—
have felt the need of a saner attitude towards life in art are our
friends. N o matter what their nationality, these are the men for whom
we fight, and who by their creations fight for us, in the battle for expression in which we are engaged.
T h e men who try to do something new tor the most part starve.
T h e y can only win to success by unity, by helping their best friends
and neglecting petty differences. If we all have the same idea of
revitalizing art, it matters not one straw against the great question
whether we deal with the same tailor, or use our colours a little
differently. And so it is always with unessentials. Advertisements
are unessentials. T h e r e may be some who will say that the admission
of advertisements is a degradation of an artistic magazine. These are
the people who are in love with the print and the paper. W e have no
use for them. W e believe we have something to say that no other
magazine has ever said or had the courage to say. It is a thousand
times more important that we should live to say such things, than that
we should bow before the cries of artistic snobbery. Those who are
really for us, listeners or doers, know that the life of art depends on
free expression, not on the methods by which that freedom is secured.
T H E EDITOR.
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H E T H E R we live in a period of Renaissance or not, the widespread modern tendency to Humanism in our schools of thought
cannot pass unremarked by the student of the life of his own time.
In the twentieth, as in the fifteenth, century, interest in the affairs of
man predominates over that in abstract phenomena. This is most readily to be
seen in the European literature of yesterday and to-day, and if we look for the
same sign of the times in painting, nowhere do we find it more conspicuously
displayed than in the work of an artist a volume of whose drawings and studies
is on the point of being issued by the St Catherine Press: HENRY OSPOVAT.
The volume will, it is felt, display clearly an interesting association not lacking
in any period of change and re-birth: the association of the passion for mankind
with the phase of activity that seems at first blush to be merely destructive. The
work of HENRY OSPOVAT is now widely known; but the sixty drawings here
presented bring these opposites for the first time into the same field. As the edition
is limited to five hundred copies and cannot be re-printed, no better opportunity
will be found of studying an inter-action that is among the most interesting
phenomena of the revolution in modern art.

RHYTHM
A QUARTERLY

OF MODERN LITERATURE AND

ART

In the Spring Number will be included
A Story by W. L. George.
Articles by Michael T. H. Sadler, John Middleton Murry,
Hall Ruffy, Francis Carco.
Poetry by Tristan Dereme, Arthur Crossthwaite, etc.
Drawing by Auguste Herbin, A n n e Estelle Rice, Augustus
John, J. D . Fergusson, Georges Banks, Marcel
Lenoir, Othon Friesz, Jessie Dismorr, Margaret
Thompson, etc.
All w h o support Modern Art should buy RHYTHM. There
is no better present than a year's Subscription:
Four Shillings.
iv.

* Communications and contributions to
be addressed to the Editor, care of the
St Catherine Press, Norfolk St, London.
* No responsibility can be accepted
with regard to MSS. submitted. But if a
stamped envelope be enclosed, every
care will be taken to return them.
pubto
relativ
Comunicats *
Al1
lication and advertisement must be addressed to the Business Manager at the
above address.
*Books on Art, Aesthetic, or BellesLettres may be sent for review to the
Editor.
* The Subscription to Rhythm is 4s.
per annum payable in advance, to the
St Catherine Press.
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